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Continued...  

by John Halstead 

What Does INVENTORY FULFILLMENT 

Mean to a Collision Center? 

 

Interrupting production when you run out of an item 

Wasting time looking for materials 

Disrupting work flow to order or receive materials 

Stock outs! 

“Having what I need when I need it.  

I don’t want to have to stop production” 

 

The Problem: 
 

The old way of technicians ordering what they think they need, or having a jobber salesperson doing the 

same thing, is incredibly costly and wasteful….. resulting in stock outs and production delays. 

 

What happens when you run out of a P&M item? The tech has to 1) Stop work; 2) Check around to see if 

anyone else has the item; 3) Contact management or call the jobber store directly; 4) Wait for the delivery and 

find another job to work on; 5) Stop work again to receive the item; 6) Get dialed back in to the original repair 

7) Continue work until they run out of something else. 

 

It’s crazy, but it happens multiple times a day in many shops. 

 

Both shop managers and jobber salespeople can be resistant to change. 

 

Shop Managers don’t want to stock a lot of materials fearing ever-increasing material bills and the potential 

for pilferage.  One manager I know actually cut off purchases a few days before the end of the month (as a 

way of controlling his bill) and forced technicians to scrounge around the shop for needed materials. Of 

course, the last few days of the month are often the most critical to get work out the door and to meet Sales 

targets! 
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The Solution: 

Collision Center Managers and their distributors MUST embrace a new way of managing P&M inventories 

that is more efficient and cost-effective for both parties. 

1. Embrace the concept of replenishment: Simply, replace what you use on a timely basis. 

2. Standardize SKU’s: Keep inventory lean and repair processes consistent by creating an Approved 

Product List (APL) so all techs use identical products for the same repairs. 

3. Accept a working inventory of paint & materials: Depending on shop volume and frequency of 

replenishment, accept a working inventory to assure you don’t run out of the items you use every day. 

4. Organize and label storage: Whether in cabinets on the floor, or centralized storage, organize the 

inventory so everyone knows where everything is, and how much is on hand so replenishment orders 

can be written accurately. 

5. Establish accountability: Define roles between jobber and shop personnel to be accountable to an 

effective process for ordering, delivery, restocking, and dispatch. 

6. Set / update stock levels: Setting and maintaining stock levels based on recent usage history and 

periodically updating it is critical. New products are introduced frequently. Make sure old stock is used, 

or returned, and stock levels are updated. 

 

This... Or, This...? 

Tip to Consider 

Let’s work together to assure that lack of paint or materials is never an issue that 

prevents the timely completion of a repair!! 

 

Check out Body Shop Business magazine for our series of articles on how collision 

centers can leverage the relationship with their PBE Distributor. See the May 2019 issue. 

The series is scheduled to resume in August. 
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